James Bond style
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KORMARAN, giving you the super
sports car cabriolet driving sensation.
The K7 elegantly combines the agility
of a monohull and the stability of
a catamaran or trimaran. Height
adjustment allows you to step easily
on and off at a landing stage and to
avoid waves hitting the central hull
or the bathing platform.

KORMARAN K7,
or should I say

K 007...
Yes indeed! If you wear a black tie and
enter into port Hercules in Monaco, or
Mykonos in the evening, people around
you may think that you are taking part in
the next James Bond movie… It is an easy
maneuverable 7 meter boat with a special
docking modus, turning the boat at the
spot, even moving sidewards for docking.
The boat can transform itself at the
owners wish to glide, to drive and to fly,
even while moving. But this is not the only
unique advantage the KORMARAN has, it
can also be a large bathing lounge island.
The KORMARAN is truly a new dimension
of watercraft, perfect for moving into
shallow waters of blue lagoons and
near hidden beaches. It is definitely 21st
century technology and a tremendous
eyecatcher. You can be sure, to steal the
show anywhere you appear with this
innovative high-tech super boat.
The powerboat-like catamaran mode,
using both hull engines with two jet
drives, is the standard driving mode of the

Navigating shallow waters is possible,
even with the optional hydrofoil
system. This system is using America’s
Cup technology, including a third
central engine, providing a powerful
central water jet, which is up to 3
times as long as the KORMARAN
itself. A take off with the
KORMARAN is an absolute unique
experience. Flying at up to one
meter above sea level, gives you a
jet plane feeling, with a smooth and
comfortable ride, decoupled from the
effects of the waves, turning easily in
close curves, flying without slamming
and spray, perfect for long distance
drives. In the hydrofoil mode the
KORMARAN reaches a reduction in
water resistance of up to 80%.
It can have up to 3 engines with a
power up to 300 hp (220 kW) per
engine. A tank capacity of 30 l per
engine (expandable) and a maximum
speed of up to 70 km/h in hydrofoil
mode with an opearating distance of
about 200 km (108 nm).
The KORMARAN has got a carbon
fiber moncoque including formula 1
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technology inside and is built from a
combination of carbon fiber, titanium
steel and stainless steel, milled highstrength alloys, teak wood and
Boxmark Xtreme leather. Everything
on the KORMARAN K7 is ultra stylish
and very practical.
Just feel the experience… it is
definitely a strong asset on your
yacht, which optimizes your fun,
lifestyle and leisure, ENJOY!

Special Interview
Oliver Kormann, Inventor, owner
& CEO
Dr. Oliver Kormann studied physics in
Stuttgart while sailing european and
world championships for the austrian
national team in the olympic boat
class Tornado. He made his Phd in
physics at the Max-Planck-Institute
also in Stuttgart. Working in the
automotive industry he combined his
sailing experiences with his technical
know-how and understanding
of fluid mechanics to invent the
KORMARAN as a new class of boat.
He was inspired by James Bond
movies to create an absolute unique
watercraft, transforming from a
leisure day boat to a flying rocket.
First Edition of the KORMARAN
K7 will be strictly limited and may
be fully personalized to make
every KORMARAN a single unique
diamond.
You will be guaranteed an absolute
eyecatcher appearing with the K7 at
your favorite spot. The KORMARAN
uses only the best of the best
technologies and materials, so it is
only for people one step ahead of
others.
Stay updated with the KORMARAN
and look up the website www.
kormaran.com for latest news and
informations on which Boat Show
you can visit the new class of boat.

www.kormaran.com

